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Commentators: Nigel McGuinness, Vic Joseph

Just in case there are people watching the supplemental show
for the minor league brand on Christmas Eve. Last week’s show
was one of the rougher watches I’ve had around here and I can
only hope that this one is a bit better. Having more people
ready for a slightly bigger stage than the Performance Center
would help. Let’s get to it.

Here are last week’s results if you need a recap.

Ivy Nile vs. Fallon Henley

Two weeks in a row for Henley and she gets a rather high
energy entrance. Nile throws her down without much trouble to
start but gets caught in an armbar. That’s broken up as well
so some forearms annoy Nile a bit. A bulldog takes Nile down
but she’s fine enough to power her way out of trouble.

There’s a belly to back suplex and a running kick in the
corner rocks Henley again. We hit the bearhug on Henley before
Nile throws her down. The freedom is enough for Henley to grab
a rollup for two and some kicks are good for the same. Nile
isn’t having that though and takes her down, setting up the
dragon sleeper for the win at 3:14.

Rating: C. Henley got in a good bit before falling here, so
they certainly see a little something in her. It is nice to
see someone fresh in the division, but this was going to be
about Nile getting a nice win. Nile is someone who could
become a star in the division in a hurry, and this is the kind
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of step that she needs to take.

Andre Chase vs. Damon Kemp

The good sized Kemp is making his debut. Chase gets sent into
the corner to start before Kemp rides him to the mat without
much trouble. Back up and Chase sends him throat first into
the ropes to take over, followed by some right hands on the
mat. The letter shouting stomps get two and a Russian legsweep
is good for the same. We hit the armbar so Kemp can fight up
to make the clothesline comeback. Rolling Chaos Theory gives
Kemp two but Chase goes for the shoe, setting up the Downward
Spiral to finish Kemp at 5:32.

Rating: C-. I wouldn’t have believed it but Chase has managed
to turn into something pretty fun with this university stuff.
It isn’t something you would expect to pull off but well done
for making it something that actually seems to fit. Granted it
isn’t  going  to  get  much  higher,  but  he’s  doing  a  little
something with it. Kemp looks like someone with a good bit of
potential based on the amateur stuff alone, though that’s a
long term prospect to put it mildly.

Solo Sikoa vs. Ru Feng

They trade shoulders to start and neither can hit a strike to
the face. Feng takes him down by the arm for a kick to the
back but Sikoa blocks one to the chest. Back up and a running
crossbody takes Feng down for two but he’s back up with some
more kicks. We hit the chinlock for a bit before they strike
it  out,  with  Sikoa  getting  the  better  of  things.  Three
straight  backsplashes  give  Sikoa  two  and  it’s  a  spinning
backfist into the Superfly Splash to finish Feng at 4:50.

Rating: C. This was the best, or at least most impressive
looking, showing from Feng to date. His kicks were looking
like they could do damage and he made Sikoa work for a win.
That being said, Sikoa is another guy that seems like he could
be a breakout star pretty soon and he is looking a bit further



along than some of the other newcomers. Putting him in a match
like this gives him some exposure, but I’m not sure how much
he is getting out of it.

Overall Rating: C. It was a big upgrade over last week, though
part of that is just due to not having a horrible match
included. Giving these wrestlers a chance to get in the ring
is a good thing, but at some point they need to have more than
a four minute match. For now though, this show is a nice
addition and something that lets some of these newer wrestlers
actually get in front of people. You have to do that somehow,
and since house shows are out, this is about as good as we’re
getting.

 

 

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and head over to
my Amazon author page with 30 different cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

AND

Remember to check out Wrestlingrumors.net for all of your
wrestling headline needs.
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